
The following is an excerpt from the February 12, 2008 8-K: 
 
 
Selected Public Disclosures from 2/11/08 (Beginning of Complaint Period) Refute  
SEC's Allegations 
 
 
 
There are extensive risk disclosures in the 10-K’s…..that are not required to be repeated 
each quarter. These risk disclosures were updated on 2/29/08….when we filed the 2007 
10-K, but the ones for 2006 were outstanding and as you can see from the below and as 
you know, our disclosures on the date that the SEC’s allegations start were 
straightforward, totally transparent, accurate, and fulsome.  
 
From February 12, 2008 Shareholders Letter Filed as 8-K  
 
Dear Shareholders:   
 2007 was a terrible year for our industry, for Indymac and for you, our owners. The  
4th quarter of 2007 marked the eighth quarter of the current housing downturn (as 
measured by housing’s contribution to GDP), making it already the fourth worst housing 
downturn in modern times, and many now predict that, before it turns around, it is going 
to be the longest and deepest since the Great Depression. Non-GSE mortgage lending 
(i.e., loans not sold to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac or FHA/VA insured loans) has been 
devastated by the collapse of the private secondary market. This collapse in late summer 
was caused by significantly worsening mortgage credit fundamentals and tremendous 
uncertainty and fear among investors about declining housing prices and future credit 
losses. As a result of the housing bubble bursting, delinquencies and non-performing 
home loans increased rapidly in 2007. Importantly, as I write this note nearly all housing 
industry participants ... from home builders and home buying and selling consumers, to 
lenders, to investors ... are pessimistic about the near-term outlook for the housing and 
mortgage markets, and, as often happens, market expectations can become self-fulfilling.   
 
As a Federal thrift and major USA home lender, with a sector-specific business model 
entering this crisis period that was focused primarily on non-GSE mortgage banking (Alt-
A lending, securitization and servicing) and home construction lending, Indymac bore the 
brunt of the crisis as it worsened throughout the year. The magnitude and rapidity of the 
deterioration of the housing and mortgage markets was disturbing and shocking to almost 
everyone, including Indymac, other financial institutions and our government. As 
objective evidence of this decline’s severity, our non-performing assets (NPAs), which 
were only $184 million (or 0.63% of assets) at December 31, 2006 increased eight-fold to 
$1.51 billion (or 4.61% of assets) at December 31, 2007 and are projected to peak at 
between 7.5% and 8% of assets in the second half of 2008.  
   
Indymac was not alone in suffering major operating losses and loss of market value in 
2007. As I write this note, over 225 independent mortgage companies have failed and 
over 100,000 jobs 



have been lost in our industry. Countrywide, the largest independent home lender in the USA, 
who had been in business for nearly 40 years, was forced to sell at a distressed level to BofA. 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac (the GSEs), who are predominantly conforming mortgage lenders, 
have taken significant losses. GE lost over $2 billion in the mortgage business, CapOne lost over 
$1 !"##"$%&'(%)'!$*+'+(,-'-."*-)'*+-'!/0"%-001'2"*"34$/5'(%)'6-44"##'78%9+&'*:$'$;'<=-4"9(>0'
largest financial institutions, each announced 4th quarter losses, primarily related to mortgage 
lending and securitization, of roughly $10 billion after-tax each, the worst losses in their histories 
for both ...and, unlike Indymac, these two institutions have substantial business activities other 
than USA home mortgage lending. UBS, a large European bank, has stated that it expects to 
report a loss of $11 billion for the 4th quarter and a loss of $4 billion for the full year 2007 
because of $14 billion in losses on positions related to the US residential mortgage market. Even 
Wells Fargo, who has long been considered to !-'*+-'?3$#)'0*(%)(4)@':+-%'"*'9$=-0'*$'94-)"*'
risk management, established billions in additional reserves related to its home lending activities.  

Reflecting these issues, the market capitalization declines (from January 1, 2007 through 
January 31, 2008) of the top 25 USA home lenders entering 2007 have been significant, even for 
diversified financial institutions. The largely diversified commercial banks in this category are 
down 18%, with National City being down the most at 51%. The investment and money center 
banks are down 32%, with Citi being down the most at 49%; the three thrifts in this category are 
down 69%, with Countrywide being down 84%; and the two mortgage REITs in this category 
are down 100% (these two went bankrupt, while the third REIT in the group was acquired in 
January 2007). In addition, this list does not include the GSEs, who are down 49%, and the 
mortgage and bond insurers, who are down 81%.  

What happens if we are wrong and credit costs are higher or profitability is delayed further? 
With the above plan, including the dividend cut and balance sheet shrinkage, we would have a 
capital cushion above the well capitalized limits of roughly $671 million in core and 
$374 million in total risk-based capital at December 31, 2008. In other words, instead of our 
current projection of earning roughly $13 million in all of 2008 after incurring $372 million in 
credit provisions/costs for the year, we could nearly triple these credit costs and still be well 
capitalized. And yes, things could get worse, including our potentially incurring more rightsizing 
costs, or selling non-performing assets in bulk at a loss or having to raise very dilutive capital, 
but they also could get better as a result of low interest rates and a refinance boom (which we are 
experiencing as I write this note), the Congressional stimulus package (especially the temporary 
ability of the GSEs to purchase jumbo loans and the increased loan limits for FHA/VA loans) 
and a potential slow return of the non-GSE secondary market...none of which is factored into our 
current earnings forecast.  

F rom the F ebruary 12, 2008 Earnings Release F iled as an 8-K   

I T E M 7.01.    RE GULATION F D DISCLOSURE   

  

F ORWARD-LOOKING STAT E M E NTS 



Certain statements contained in this Form 8-K may be deemed to be forward-looking 
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?9$/#)&@'$4'?=(8&@'")-%*";8';$4:(4)-looking statements that are inherently subject to risks and 
uncertainties, many of which cannot be predicted or quantified. Actual results and the timing of 
certain events could differ materially from those projected in or contemplated by the forward-
looking statements due to a number of factors, including: the effect of economic and market 
conditions including, but not limited to, the level of housing prices, industry volumes and 
=(43"%0C'*+-'#-,-#'(%)',$#(*"#"*8'$;'"%*-4-0*'4(*-0C'D%)8=(9>0'+-)3"%3'0*4(*-3"-0&'+-)3-'

effectiveness and overall asset and liability management; the accuracy of subjective estimates 
used in determining the fair value of financial assets of Indymac; the various credit risks 
associated with our loans and other financial assets, including increased credit losses due to 
demand trends in the economy and the real estate market and increased delinquency rates of 
borrowers; the adequacy of credit reserves and the assumptions underlying them; the actions 
undertaken by both current and potential new competitors; the availability of funds from 
D%)8=(9>0'#-%)-40&'#$(%'0(#-0&'0-9/4"*"E(*"$%0&';/%)0';4$=')-5$0"*s and all other sources used to 
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and growth plans and its ability to gain market share in a significant and turbulent market 
transition. Additional risk factors include the impact of disruptions triggered by natural disasters; 
pending or future legislation, regulations and regulatory action, or litigation, and factors 
described in the reports that Indymac files with the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
including its Annual Report on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, and its reports on 
Form 8-F1'G$4';/4*+-4'"%;$4=(*"$%'$%'$/4'4"0H';(9*$40&'5#-(0-'4-;-4'*$'?I"0H'G(9*$40@'$%'5(3-0'JK'
*$'LM'"%'D%)8=(9>0'(%%/(#'4-5$4*'$%'G$4= 10-K for the year ended December NO&'KMMP'Q?KMMP'
10-F@R'(%)'S(4* II Item O<'?I"0H'G(9*$40@'$%'5(3- 82 to 83 on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended 
September 30, 2007. Accordingly, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-
looking statements, which speak only as of the date they are made. Indymac does not undertake 
to update or revise forward-looking statements to reflect the impact of circumstances for events 
that arise after the date the forward-looking statements are made.  
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subsidiary IndyMac Bank, F.S.B. and its consolidated subsidiaries. The following discussion 
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the three months and year ended December 31, 2007. 

!"#"$%!%#&'()*+(,-((+.#)"#*)"#"/0(+().1)1+#"#,+"/),.#*+&+.#)"#*) 
RESULTS O F  OPERATIONS 

O V E R V I E W   

The U.S. mortgage industry experienced unprecedented disruption in 2007. A combination 
of credit tightening, rising interest rates and softening real estate prices throughout the U.S. has 



resulted in an industry-wide increase in delinquencies and foreclosures. Many mortgage lenders 
were forced to sell loans and securities at distressed prices, and those that were not depository 
institutions collapsed or were severely affected. As a result of this disruption, Indymac has made 
significant changes in its business model. We are currently expecting to originate  
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a significant portion of our loans for sale to the government-05$%0$4-)'-%*"*"-0'Q?UVW0@R'(0'*+(*'
market remains the only reliable secondary market, at present. 

We have reduced our mortgage production by eliminating production channels and 
suspending products. We have suspended or eliminated many higher risk products including 
closed--%)'0-9$%)'#"-%0&'+$=-'-X/"*8'#"%-0'$;'94-)"*'Q?YW7Z20@R&'9$%0/=-4'(%)'!/"#)-4'
construction loans, and most non-conforming loan production. As a result, production results for 
the fourth quarter show significant declines from prior quarters and the prior year.  

The fourth quarter was also severely impacted by worsening credit conditions as home 
prices and home sales decline. This has led to a significant increase in delinquencies in many 
products, particularly in higher loan-to-,(#/-'Q?7[\@R';"40*'(%)'0-9$%)'#"-%'#$(%0'(%)'!/"#)-4'
construction loans. As a result of the significantly worsening trends in home prices and loan 
delinquencies, we recorded significant charges, principally related to credit risk in our held for 
"%,-0*=-%*'Q?YGD@R'5$4*;$#"$&'!/"#)-4'9$%0*4/9*"$%'5$4*;$#"$&'(%)'9$%0/=-4'9$%0*4/9*"$%'

portfolio. In addition, we recorded significant valuation adjustments in our loans held for sale, 
investment and non-investment grade securities and in residual securities. Finally, delinquency 
and repurchase demand trends, predominantly in our 80/20 loan products, increased 
significantly, and accordingly, we recorded a $144.6 million increase in our secondary market 
reserve.  

As a result of these changes, virtually all of our operating segments, except for the 
mortgage servicing division and Financial Freedom, our reverse mortgage lending subsidiary, 
reported material losses in the fourth quarter. For the three months ended December 31, 2007, 
Indymac had a consolidated net loss of $509.1 million. Regarding business segment 
performance1, the mortgage production division had a net loss of $115.9 million in the fourth 
quarter while the mortgage servicing division had earnings of $39.3 million. Combining 
mortgage production and servicing, the mortgage banking segment recorded a net loss of 
$95.0 million. The thrift segment also recorded a net loss of $186.4 million for the fourth quarter. 
As a result of our thrift structure and strong capital and liquidity positions, we were not forced to 
sell assets at liquidation prices and our funding capacity was not materially impacted. 

DISC O N T INU E D BUSIN ESS A C T I V I T I ES 

http://sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/773468/000095013408002262/v37879e8vk.htm#tocpage


As conditions in the U.S. mortgage market have deteriorated, we have exited certain 
production divisions and are reporting them in a separate category in our segment reporting. 
These exited production divisions include conduit, homebuilder and home equity. Of the 
$862.9 million in total credit costs we reported in the fourth quarter of 2007, $249.4 million were 
in these discontinued businesses driving the total after-tax loss of $174.7 million for these 
discontinued businesses in the current quarter. These activities are not considered discontinued 
operations pursuant to GAAP.  

H O M E BUI L D E R DI V ISI O N  

The homebuilder division has ceased new originations in response to the extreme 
disruptions in the housing and mortgage markets. We also do not anticipate being in this business 
once the current portfolio is worked out and paid off. We are monitoring this portfolio very 
closely as the housing fundamentals are expected to continue to weaken, which affects both the 
underlying collateral values and the projected repayment sources for these loans. Accordingly, 
additional downgrades, additional provisions for loan losses, and charge-offs relating to this 
portfolio are anticipated. 

The rapid deterioration in the California and Florida real estate markets and the disruption 
in the mortgage market that began in the third quarter of 2006 had a significant impact on our 
homebuilder borrowers and on our portfolio of loans. Classified assets were $675.3 million, or 
56% of outstandings at December 31, 2007, up from $121.2 million or 11% of outstandings at 
December 31, 2006, and up from $421.2 million, or 36% of outstandings at September 30, 2007. 
At December 31, 2007, non-performing loans for the builder construction portfolio rose to 
$480.2 million, from $9.0 million at December 31, 2006 and $106.1 million at September 30, 
2007. A loan is considered non-performing if the loan becomes delinquent in excess of 90 days 
from the due date or full payment of interest or principal is no longer anticipated. It can also be 
considered non-performing if the accrual of interest from the interest reserve will cause a loss.  

There were 1,288 unsold units under construction or completed at December 31, 2007 
compared to 1,254 unsold units at December 31, 2006 and 1,424 unsold units at September 30, 
2007. The weighted average LTV ratio of this portfolio increased to 82% at December 31, 2007 
compared to 73% at December 31, 2006 and 76% at September 30, 2007.  

The increase in non-performing and classified assets resulted in a provision to the 
allowance for loan losses of $99.0 million for the fourth quarter of 2007, or 8.21% of average 
loans for the period, up from $1.1 million, or 0.10% of average loans, for the fourth quarter of 
2006, and up from $78.2 million, or 6.0% of average loans, for the third quarter of 2007. The 
total allowance for loan losses increased to $198.6 million, or 16.66% of book value of total 
loans, at December 31, 2007, up from $20.5 million or 1.79% of book value of total loans at 
December 31, 2006, and up from $99.6 million or 8.48% at September 30, 2007. There were no 
charge-offs and REO in 2007 but we believe we will have charge-offs and REO in 2008.  

Capital 



A-'!-#"-,-'*+(*&'/%)-4'9/44-%*'4-3/#(*"$%0&'*+-'T(%H':"##'9$%*"%/-'*$'=--*'"*0'?:-##-
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capital compliance could be impacted by a number of factors, such as changes to applicable 
regulations, adverse action by our regulators, changes in our mix of assets, decline in real estate 
values, interest rate fluctuations, loan loss provisions and credit losses, or significant changes in 
the economy in areas where we have most of our loans, or future disruptions in the secondary 
mortgage market. Any of these factors could cause actual future results to vary from anticipated 
future results and consequently could have an adverse impact on the ability of the Bank to meet 
its future minimum capital requirements. We are currently forecasting that our balance sheet size 
will decline and our capital ratios will increase over the course of 2008 as we execute on our 
revised business model of primarily GSE lending.  

Loan Sales and Securitizations  

Our business model has relied heavily upon selling the majority of our mortgage loans 
shortly after acquisition. The proceeds of these sales are a critical component of our liquidity. 
Due to the disruption of the MBS and ABS secondary markets, loan sales and securitizations 
were adversely impacted, resulting in lower than normal volume.  
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Thus, we significantly changed our production model and transitioned to become a GSE lender. 
During the three months ended December 31, 2007, we sold $13.4 billion of mortgage loans, 
which represented approximately 111% of our funded mortgage loans during the period, to third-
party investors through three channels: (1) GSEs; (2) private label securitizations; and (3) whole 
loan sales. Our prime SFR mortgage loan portfolio also acquired $10.9 billion of the mortgage 
loans for our portfolio of mortgage loans HFI from our HFS portfolio due primarily to our 
inability to sell these loans in the secondary market. These loans will also provide future interest 
income. The remainder of our funded mortgage loans during the quarter is retained in our HFS 
portfolio for future sale.  

Our business model has been negatively impacted as our sales channels continue to be 
disrupted. As a result, our earnings were also adversely impacted. If these disruptions continue, 
or there are other economic events or factors beyond our control, our earnings could continue to 
be negatively impacted.  

Direct Stock Purchase Plan  

Our direct stock purchase plan offers investors the ability to purchase shares of our common 
stock directly over the Internet. During the quarter ended December 31, 2007, we raised 
$71.4 million of capital by issuing 3,959,611 shares of common stock through this plan. For the 

http://sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/773468/000095013408002262/v37879e8vk.htm#tocpage


year ended December 31, 2007, we raised $145.6 million of capital by issuing 7,427,104 shares 
of common stock through this plan. 

!"#$%&"'()*"+,-%#.%/0%12""34)%!25"6'"3%789%8::;%<'"(+(=)%&2>2*#(.2"2(*2%.+>2?%')%;-K : 

  

M . Per ry Comments on Issues Surrounding the T rust Prefer red Dividend (at the Holding 
company). 

3. Liquidity: 1. Has not operated any of its business activities outside the thrift. 2. As a result, 
does not have any business or operations at the holding co. 3. Has only one creditor at the 
holding co. which is $441 million of 30-year trust preferred securities where IMB pays a 
quarterly dividend of $7.3 million. 4. The only asset IMB has at the holding company is cash. 1. 
Essentially has two years of dividend payments for that debt obligation at the holding co. 2. Can 
pay all of 2008, and 2009 dividend, without any dividends from the bank. 3. A t some point, 
believes it will be able to raise some capital, which will contribute to paying that 
dividend.  5. In the event that Co. ran out of cash at the holding co., or it was not able to 
raised common stock , it has the r ight to defer those dividends on that trust prefer red for up 
to five years.  6. Feels the holding co. is in good shape to weather this storm from a liquidity 
standpoint. 7. At bank level, Indymac is stronger. 1. Funded pretty much solely by FHLB 
advances, deposits, long-term debt and equity. 2. Has almost $6.3  billion of operating liquidity. 
N1']$'9$==-49"(#'5(5-4&'4-,-40-'4-5/49+(0-'!$44$:"%30&'(%)'!(%H'#"%-01'^N1'<*'*+-'!-3"%%"%3'

of Q307 before this crisis hit, had about $1.5 billion of repo and commercial paper borrowings 
(%)'*+(*'+()'!--%'(##'5(")')$:%^11O1'Z,-4'_`a'$;')-5$0"*0'(4-'GbD2-Insured. 
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on that, for all of 08 and 09. Okay? And I think we could, beyond that, either pay a bank minimal 
bank dividend to the holding company to pay that, or raise a minimal $7.5 million a quarter of 
common stock , to pay that&'0$'D')$%>*'4-(#"0*"9(##8'0--'*+(*':-':$/#) ever defer that payment, 

but I am saying we could under the contract of that document defer those interest 
payments for up to five years.@c1'<4%$#)d'?ZH(81'A$/#)'*+-4-'!-'(%8'4-(0$%':+8'8$/'4-(##8'
:$/#)'9+$0-'%$*'*$e'D'*+-4-'(%8*+"%3&'(%8^1@'61'S-448d'?Yes, I mean it would be seen as a 
negative in the market, and limit our future access to the capital markets. So we would do 
-,-48*+"%3'"*'*$$H'*$'(,$")')$"%3'*+(*1@' 

M . Per ry Comments on the Issues Surrounding Capital Raising and the DSPP: 

@A0%B'+)2?%'5out $176 million mostly of common stock at the holding co. that was 
contributed down to the bank1@ 
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terms of our forecast, then our capital ratios would build to 7.42% and 12.15% risk-based by the 
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carefully monitoring that throughout the year . And in the worst case scenario, where the 
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in this environment? I think we have learned from those mistakes. I think we have changed 
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about our reserves. And we will monitor our ,>'()%-E+)%32'"%')%C2%$#I2%'>#(=0%G(?%+.%C24"2%
(#-%'*E+2I+(=%#6"%,>'(9%'(?%C24"2%#..%#6"%,>'(%+(%'%$'-2"+'>%C'39%-E2"2%*#6>?%*#$2%'%,#+(-%
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have to do that.  J%K/012""3%"2),#(?+(=%-#%'(%'('>3)-%Q62)-+#(%'5#6-%-E2%"2=6>'-#")%'(?%
"2)2"I2)R0'='+(%?+)*6))+(=%,#-2(-+'>%?+>6-+I2%*',+-'>L0% 

@RD%-E+(N%C2%?2*+?2?%+()-2'?9%-#%2>+$+('te the dividend (common) and shrink the balance 
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about selling F inancial F reedom) 

 


